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Beautiful style, absolute care
ProCare Keratin Straightener

Thanks to the advanced keratin technology, reveal & protect the natural shine of

your hair while styling.

Less hair damage

Gently vibrating plates for optimal styling results

Healthier restyling with autosettings to gentler temperature

Beautifully styled hair

230°C professional high heat for perfect salon results

Protective ceramic coating with Keratin infusion

Ion Conditioning for shiny, frizz free hair

Ease of use

Ready to use indicator

Digital settings with adjustable heat to get smooth results

Fast heat up time, ready to use in 30 seconds

Automatic shut-off after 60 min

Easy lock for convenient storage

Swivel cord to prevent tangled wires

Included: heat resistant pouch



Straightener HP8361/07

Highlights Specifications

Care for your hair

Protective ceramic coating with Keratin

infusion, for better care of your hair

Gently vibrating plates

Gently vibrating plates spread hair evenly to

enhance optimal styling results for all the hair.

Ion Conditioning

Ion Conditioning for shiny, frizz free hair

Digital settings

Digital settings with adjustable heat to get

smooth results with all hairtypes

Instant heat up

The straightener has a fast heat up time, being

ready to use in 30 seconds

Safe usage

Some hair straighteners and curling irons have

been equipped with an automatic shut-off

feature. This feature has been designed to

provide peace of mind. If left on, the appliance

will automatically switch off after 60 min.

Easy lock

Easy lock for convenient storage

 

Technical specifications

Heating time: 30s

Cord length: 2.5 m

Maximum temperature: 230 °C

Hair type

End result: Straight

Hair length: Long, Medium

Hair thickness: Thick, Thin

Features

Ready for use indicator

Swivel cord

Ceramic coating

Service

2-year worldwide guarantee
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